
 

 

 

 

 

Dear Maple Class parents, 

 

Welcome back to Year Three Maple Class. First of all, Happy New Year. I hope you have had a 

fantastic Christmas and a wonderful relaxing break during the holidays. 

Myself and Mrs Murphy are looking forward to the new term ahead and we have some fantastic 

things happening in class during the next 10 weeks. Below I have provided a breakdown of the 

curriculum for the Spring Term. 

We are hoping to organise the Year 3 school trip this term. Details will hopefully follow in the first 

few weeks of term. 

This term, we are lucky to have Mrs Hernan working in our class. Mrs Hernan is one of our student 

teachers at The Breck and she will be sharing the teaching with me and Mrs Murphy over the term. 

Mrs Hernan has already developed a good relationship with the children in Maple class and is very 

keen to begin her placement in our class. 

Also in this term is Parent’s Evening which will be held on the 6th and 8th March 2018. 

Homework will continued to be issued on a Friday, to be returned the following Wednesday. Your 

child will be given regular homework to consolidate what has been taught within the classroom. 

Your child should also continue to read as much as possible while any work they can do on their 

multiplication tables will also aid them in their work this term. 

Also please ensure your child has a water bottle that will be accessible to them throughout the 

school day. Any painting aprons the children have need to be clearly labelled and kept in their school 

PE bag at all times. Following this, please can all items of clothing the children wear to school be 

clearly labelled with their name as there seems to be a lot of lost property.  

My door is always open so if you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to make an 

appointment to come in.  

I cannot wait to get started this term and am looking forward to it. 

Thank you for your continued support, 

 

Mr J Vincent, Mrs S Murphy and Mrs K Hernan 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

English 

English is an important part of the curriculum and is embedded throughout all subjects we teach. This term in 

English children will develop their reading, writing, drama and speaking and listening skills. The topics we will 

cover throughout the term include are traditional stories, non-chronological reports, adventure stories and 

biographies. The class reader for the first half term is a Flat Stanley story by Jeff Brown. Spelling, punctuation 

and grammar will continue in all areas of the curriculum. Please continue to read with your child at home. 

 

Maths 

Activities covered in maths will include understanding place value, all four calculations and knowledge of 

fractions. We will also begin to look at these calculations in the context of money and measures, giving a real 

life context to the children’s maths. As we continue into the second term, the ability to recall multiplication 

tables is even more important. As before, any extra multiplication work at home will be greatly appreciated. 

 

Science 

In science lessons we will be learning about healthy living and exercise and the impact this has on the human 

body. We will then extend our research on the human body into the second half term where we will be looking 

at skeletal, respiratory and circulatory systems in humans and animals. 

 

Computing 

Throughout this term in computing lessons, children will continue to learn important e-safety skills to use in 

the real world while also creating some creative content on the iPads. Using the ipads for research around 

other topics we cover and also creating a game using the programming app Hopscotch. 

 

Geography 

In geography, we will be investigating different cities and counties in the UK and the role they play in the 

United Kingdom. Through this work we will be looking at maps in lots of detail and understanding the role of 

the capital city. Plenty of work will be channelled through our work in Geography in other subject areas this 

half term.  

In the second half term we will be expanding into Europe and comparing and contrasting culture, history and 

physical geography.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Music 

Building on our work in Geography, we will be looking at the music of the Beatles this term. Exploring the changes 

in their music throughout the 1960’s, we will listen and appraise several songs, make personal responses to 

them and explore the significance of the Beatles to the city of Liverpool. Mr Rimmer will also be teaching the 

children some of The Beatles’ songs on the ukulele. 

 

PSHE 

This term in PSHE the children will be discussing relationships, how we build relationships and how to solve 

issues between us and our friends. 

 

RE 

In the first half term children will be continuing their learning about ‘What makes a good leader’, focusing this 

time on the Islamic leader Muhammad. We will look at the story of Muhammad and other religious stories. In 

the second half term we will be looking at the upcoming Easter festival.  

 

DT 

In the first half of the term children will be investigating mechanisms using air and will be creating their own 

‘Moving Beatle’ linked to their work in Geography and Music. The children will have to design, create and 

evaluate their mechanism. 

 

Art 

In the second half term, Children will build on their work in Geography and will be looking at some different 

European artists. Using this inspiration the children can hone their artistic skills while creating their own 

artwork. 

 

PE 

PE is taught in three units throughout the Spring term: 

Outdoor Adventure – The children will be exploring the school grounds using simple orienteering skills while 

also completing some problem solving exercises as groups. 

Net and Wall – The children will start an introduction to racket sports and begin to learn how to strike a ball 

effectively while using tactical decisions in a game setting. 



 

 

 

 

 

Dance – Using various different stimulus, the children will also be coming up with different movements and 

routines to create dance that will be evaluated by themselves and their peers.  

 

During the winter months children can wear jogging bottoms and a sports jumper for outdoor PE to keep them 

warmer- they will also need their school shorts and PE t-shirt for their indoor PE sessions. 

Please ensure your child has their full PE kit in school every day as I may decide to teach PE on different days in 

the school year. 

 

French 

The children will be continuing to learn French in Year 3, but will now be building on last terms work with their 

listening, speaking, reading and writing skills continuing to be improved.  

 

 


